












Topic  -------->

sentence

of the first.

suppofi parasraph

support --->

sentences

I: The introductory paragraph, quite brief

A. May begin with a topic sentence

1. followed by two or more sentences

2. contains the thesis sentence

B. May end with the thesis sentence or

additional sentences that

1. clarify the meaning of the terms

used in the thesis sentence

2. lead to the support paragraphs to

come

Topic sentence --> II: Support paragraphs, explain, discuss or

ofthf?second prove the thesis sentence

suppo~ paragraph

A. Each support paragraph has its own

support---> topic sentence

sentences B. Each support paragraph may be

developed in one of various ways

Topic sentence ---->  III. The conclusion paragraph, brief

of the third

suppofi ParasraPn

support!-~ [

A. May be a single sentence

B. Summarizes the main point

sentences
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3. l%s thesis sentehce of a composition

A composition, like a paragraph, is controlled by one

main or central idea. In a composition, the sentence that con-

tains the main idea is called the "thesis sentence". The thesis

sentence of a composition plays an essential role similar to that

of the topic sentence of a paragraph. That is , it contains the

writer's expression of an attitude, opinion or idea about the

subject. Unlike the topic sentence, however, the thesis sentence

is broader and expresses the main idea for the entire composition.

The thesis sentence is likely to have characteristics

similar to those of a topic sentence. There are a few points to

be considered about a thesis sentence.

3.1. The thesis sentence of a composition should be

expressed in a complete sentence.

Not a thesis sentence:

The organization of a composition

A thesis sentence:

A composition is composed of an introductory

pawraph, support paragraphs and a conclusion

paragraph.

3.2. The thesis sentence should express the writer's

opinion, attitude or idea; it should not simply announce the

topic being discussed.
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Not a thesis sentence:

A composition can be written

A thesis sentence:

A composi.tion  can be written in the following

way.

3.3. The thesis sentence should express an opinion; it

should not express a fact. Since the thesis sentence is the sen-

tence that expresses the writer's opinion, attitude or idea, it

is really a statement that someone may disagree with. Therefore,

it should be a statement that needs to be proved or explained.

Not a thesis sentence:

There is air pollution today.

A thesis sentence:

Air pollution may affect one"s  health.

3.4. The thesis sentence should contain only one idea

about one topic. If it contains two or more ideas, the composi-

tion will not have unity and coherence due to the fact the func-

tion of a composition is to explain or prove only one idea just

as the function one paragraph is. I

Not a thesis sentence:

r idea 1

Composition writing is based on several steps,

and the introductory paragraph is the most

important paragraph of the composition.
L- idea 2
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A thesis sentence:

Composition writing is based on four practical

steps.

How is a good thesis sentence written? In a paragraph,

the topic sentence plays an important role in such a way that it

serves as a plan for the whole paragraph and it defines the

method of paragraph development. Like the topic sentence, the

thesis sentence of a composition plays the same role. In almost

all previous Units, you have practiced writing topic sentences

for different methods of paragraph development. Writing a good

thesis sentence for a composition is the same as writing a good

topic sentence for a paragraph. If you can write a topic sentence

well, you can also write a thesis sentence well.

The important thing, however, is that both topic and

thesis sentences are based on the opinions, attitudes or ideas

that you express on the subject (topic). What you think or what

you express may be right or wrong; the reader is the person that

must decide on the basis of what you have written. If you have no

ideas, you cannot write at all.

4. Developing support or body  paragraphs

After you have completed an outline and an effective

thesis sentence, the next step is for you to develop support

paragraphs. It is true that support paragraphs are the heart of a

composition because their function is to explain, discuss or
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